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FABRIPRINT™
THE POWER OF DIGITAL ART; THE STRENGTH OF ACOUSTICS

Custom art printed on FabriSPAN® Premium fabric and installed with FabriTRAK wall system trak and infill.

Custom printed acoustic art panels
FabriPRINT™ by FabriTRAK® Systems Inc is a unique product that effectively combines acoustic 
performance and artistic imagery, transforming an acoustic wall or ceiling into a work of art, and art works 
into a beautiful sound solution. FabriPRINT™ is available in both FabriART™ and FabriPATTERN™ 
solutions. FabriART™ is a unique art installation – whereby art is printed on fabric. FabriPATTERN™ 
incorporates a repeated image printed on fabric and installed to achieve a continuous look in a space.  
FabriPRINT™ may be applied to curved or straight walls and ceilings, all benefiting from enhanced 
acoustic performance. 

Exceptional Design for Every Taste
With limitless design opportunities, including classic and contemporary art, photography, corporate and 
sports team logos, commissioned projects or repeated patterns, FabriPRINT™ provides the perfect solution 
to acoustic problems. FabriPRINT™ is currently available on a variety of our FabriSPAN® fabrics for either 
FabriART™ or FabriPATTERN™ projects.

Add an artistic touch
Art can work to stimulate creativity, engage the community, encourage action and enhance the atmosphere.  
Good design communicates the sense of space, how it looks as well as how it sounds. Whether digital graffiti 
art on fabric or the company logo, make the space ‘sound’ like you. The seamless look of our acoustic art 
panels allows the perfect blend of creativity and purpose to any business or residence.

Maximize the sound potential and artistic creativity
Designers are afforded the flexibility to showcase photographers, artists and themes – such as logos, seasonal 
décor or trending color palates. FabriART™ and FabriPATTERN™ panels can also delineate space and 
highlight public and private areas in a subtle and attractive way.

Custom Art Properties and Values

WIDTH
10’ WIDE WIDTH FABRICS AVAILABLE FabriSPAN® Classic, Flex, Premium, Stretch, Weave, Waterfall

16’ ULTRA WIDE WIDTH FABRICS AVAILABLE FabriSPAN® Flex

ACOUSTICAL TESTING* 85 N.R.C. (Composite System Value)

FIRE TESTING* ASTM E84 Class A ( Composite System Test)
*  Test values include FabriTRAK, infill and printed fabric. ASTM Tests available on www.fabritrak.com.



Designers Suggest:

Professional spaces

 Restaurants

 Hospitality

 Retail

Entertainment venues

Sports arenas

 Residential

Cultural spaces

Houses of Worship

FABRIART™
SOUND PERFORMANCE NEVER LOOKED SO GOOD

Custom ceiling art printed on FabriSPAN® Premium fabric.

Combining art and function
Interior designers seek to evoke a sense of uniqueness to spaces – all 
while bringing in a specific look, such as fine art, a corporate or team 
logo, digital photography or graffiti, or bespoke art designs. FabriART™ 
is available on a range of wide width (10’) and ultra-wide width (16’) 
fabrics and can be used with the FabriTRAK® wall and ceiling trak 
system or the environmentally-friendly non-PVC GeoTRAK® system.

Create a custom look with superior sound 
absorption 
FabriART™ transforms not only the perception of a space, but the 
sound within the space. The fabric printing does not deter from the 
acoustical qualities of the trak system. When the printed fabric 
is installed with the infill and trak, the noise reduction and sound 
absorption work as effectively as any non-printed fabric. The art 
sounds as good as it looks.

Communicate the space through art
FabriART™ allows the artist to translate any creative image into an 
acoustical art panel for an interior space.

FabriART™ enables the interior designer to achieve maximum 
creativity in creating a sense of space and incorporate images into 
interiors while considering sound and noise control.

FabriART™ provides the client a sound space that shows off their 
style, whether incorporating a company logo, commissioned art piece 
or personal photography on a wall or ceiling.
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Attractive Sound Management
FabriPATTERN™ achieves both style and beauty with a keen 
sensitivity to how a space should sound – even in the most challenging 
environments. 

Create your own individual look
Patterns give space not only a sense of consistency but also a sense 
of unity. Interior Designers will use a repeating pattern to create a 
cohesive feel on walls and ceilings to define a space. FabriPATTERN™ 
helps to delineate specific spaces, such as corporate work zones, dining 
areas in restaurants, or meeting places in public areas. 

Patterns can be as interesting or as subtle as the space calls for. 
Pattern changes on a wall or ceiling fabric can help create a calming 
atmosphere as well.  FabriPATTERN™ may also be used to repeat 
a corporate or team logo in a large venue, can become an artistic 
feature in a retail space, or stand out as a feature wall in a residence.

Acoustic solutions without compromising design 
When using FabriPATTERN™ on a FabriTRAK® or GeoTRAK® system, 
incorporating both trak and infill, an artistic statement is made while 
meeting the highest ratings of acoustics. 

Enhance the interior space 
FabriPATTERN™ works on a range of fabrics such as FabriSPAN®’s wide 
width (10’) and ultra-wide width (16’) fabrics. As with FabriART™, the 
printing on the fabric for FabriPATTERN™ does not deter from the 
acoustic ratings.
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FABRIPATTERN™
SUPERB ACOUSTICS, CUSTOM DESIGN
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FABRIPRINT™
PREMIUM SOUND, EXCEPTIONAL DESIGN

How Art is Installed
Functional | Aesthetic | Changeable

When adding FabriART™ or FabriPATTERN™ to a space, FabriTRAK® wall or heavy-duty ceiling trak, or 
GeoTRAK® is installed to the substrate and infill is added to enhance the acoustics. 

The printed fabric is then added by tucking and locking it into the trak system, resulting in an interior finish 
that combines custom high-end design with acoustics.

The beautiful look of an acoustic art installation does not have to be permanent. The FabriTRAK® system is 
designed to easily change the fabric as desired.

Custom art on FabriSPAN® Premium fabric and installed with FabriTRAK wall system trak and infill.
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